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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

As we head towards the twenty-first century, as we

send sophisticated vehicles through space that return for

a "jet" landing, as advancements are made in-sledicine,

heredity, and technology,- we are required to look. at and

examine the school science curriculum.

Science developments in this half of the century

alone, boggle the mind: We are in an "information

explosion" (Chambers, 1971, p. 100): Our young children

will face even greater achievements in their lifetime. A

scientific education may prove to be necessary.
4

McFarland (Chambers, 1971), science educator at'the

St e University of New York at Fredonia, believes "Science

s ould be taught as one of the humanities because it is

a tool that man uses to understand himself and his world"

(p. 73).

It seems obvious and essential that the're should, be

an increased emphasis on the school sciencelcurriculum.

Traditionally, science programs are centered around

a textbook The textbook chosen for a grade level is

usually meant to be used by all students at that grade

1
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level. Often supplementary materials, like workbooks,

'experiment guides, and lati'kits; are included it the text-
-

. ,

:\ ..
.

/
book package.

.

/Chambers (1971) suggests that such a pac ag4t.is not
4

i

enough. Texts were never meant to reach andAeach all, the' -,

students at a grade level, but rather,'texts were meant to

fit the average student at that grade:

Trade books can enhance a science,p'roject, better meet

the needs of a varietyof reading levels; provide a more

inviting format and a selection of writing styles.

Chamberi (1971) states that trade books can dealowith a

topic in science more deeply than can.a textbook. Texts

are often limited to a few paragraphs about a topic, where-Q

,as, a trade. book can delve more extenpively, For'example,

there are trade books devoted solely to arganisms and their

environments. Several used-in this study were: See

Through the Forest (Selsam, 1956), Who Lives in This log?

(Ross, 1971),, In the Wilds of North America (Halmi-, 1971),

Camels (Cloudsley-Thompson, 1980), Endangered Animals

(Morris, 1977), and A Chick Hatches (Cole and Wexler, 1976).

It is natural for children to be curious and to ask

questions about thewOrld around them. The arousal of

curiosity and the search for answers are characteristics

of scientists also. Huck and Kunh (1968) state:

Inquiry training, prodesses of discovery,
and science skills are currently stressed

9
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t in 'the science Curricula. Concepts are
held too difficult far- children are in-
eluded in primary grades. (p. 58°2)

Huck et al. (1960) continue:

As the_anthor_presents.....the facts, the
. young child should sense the curiosity

and excitement al:6U discovery that is
the integral aspect of science. "(p. 58Z -3)

In;addition,'Chambers (1977) adds:

The science curriculum..is natural for
thisland,of activity. Children are-,

fascinated with the world and all that
' it contains. They are enchanted with

animal life and all the secrets that
`nature holds for those who-will seek.
They ponder the physical sciences and
are amazed at the energy the natural
world holds in reserve. (p. 97:0).

Literature-can broaden appeal and bring deeper under-
*

standing of concepts, often allowina child to experience

his world, frequently answering puzzling qyestions_and

even sparking interest for further research and experi-

mentation. "Childran's_science trade books have abandoned

the pseudo-scientific stories and watered down terminology

of a decade or so age and have adopted.instead a kind of

seriousness that children and adults alike can appreciate"

(Arbuthnot, 1964, p. 579).

Trade books can provide diversity and interest. Chil-

dren need more opportunity to satisfy their curiosities,

to observe and to explore their world. Trade books can

addnew dimensions to the satisfactiod of theae

curiosities.

Childien learn many concepts for life's realities from

----------

10
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play. Erickson's definition of play is "the infantile,

form of human ability to deal with experiences by creating J

model situations and to master reality by experiment and 04,

planning" (Wundeiler, 1967, p. 26). We want children to

/ read, and, therefpre, sometimes their books should sub-

4;1

serve play. Reading a trade book can-be a recreational-
,

activity, and, is therefore, similar to play.

Hypotheses

Twa hypotheses were proposed.

1. Presentation of instructional content is enhanced-

by a literature-based approach as opposed to a textbook- '

based approach, as shown by an_achievement measure.

2. Presentation of instructional content is enhanced'

by a literature-based approach as opposed to a textbopk-

based approach, as shown by an attitude measure.

Importance of the Study'

Teachers attempt to reach all of their'students. How-

ever, a single-extbook strategy often cannot reach all
6

the needs of each student., Therefore, supplementatiOn is

frequently necessary. To meet the needs of most students,

a good selection and range of levels can be,found in trade

books. In this study involving animal' and plant organisms,

the following books were used, and are examples of the.

selection and range available: What's Inside of Plants?'

(Zim, 1952) grade 3, Plants with Seed_s_.--(Wob-d-, 1963"). grade 3;

f
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Look at Flowers (Kitpatridk, 1978) grade 2, Wonders of

the Cactus World (Lavine, 1974) grade 7, Playwith Plants

XSelsam,'1949) grade 4, .See Through the Jungle (Selsam,

1957) grade 5, Camels Ships of tht Desert (Wdters, 1974)

grade 4. Readability /levels were cal/culated using the Fry

(1977)-Readability.Graph.

TextS are bound to a certain numoer of pages on a

certain topic. Often children' want and need. further

information.. Trade' ooks devoted to a single topic can

adequately fulfill'such needs at the child's reading level.

Kuslan and Stone (1972) suggest'.

Reading is a vital part of elei ntary
sEiende instruction. Reading bias always
been important in traditional science -
teaching, however, children read because
they need to read - they seek information!
But in additiori, if the classroom has
an adequate supply- of science trade l000ks...
for children to pick up and browse through,
if the 'teacher frequently picks up and
reads these books because they'are
particularly' striking, if she frequently

,,,`uggests to her children 'ertain books
she.thiriks they will find interesting,
and if she is a model for them to follow,
the chances are great that the childrerf
*11 .read for enjoyment as well as for
information. (p. .316)

Using trade books in the elementary science curriculum

alone or in partner with the text, Will.enliven interest in

the topic-, will develop a poslive attitude toward Nience,

will broaden the depths of viewpoints and concepts under,-

stood, and will stimulate independent study.

a
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Trade books will provide an "educational rlreteria

where the student can taste and sample many-scientific

fares and likely develop a taste for a Certain field that

can develop intoha valuable, long range interest" (Chambers,

1971, p. 89). Q

Chambers also suggests that it is our duty to recognize

children literature as having a dynamic and, meaningful

impact on curricula, especially science\ "Ignoring trade

book.as a resource in content.area study is to ignore the

principles of modern learning theory" (p. 85).

It is, therefore, the purpose of thi., study to show

echicators thevalue, cognitively and. affectivdly, in the

Use of trade books in the content areas,- .--n'*4

eetinition .of. Terms

:Trade hooks are defined as library books, notIca text -

book or _reader which are included -as -or part of a graded

or developmental series. For th':es study; they will also be

referred td as Children's literature.

Tektbooks are those books which are part, of; the school

curriculum that are designed to teach all the children ,in

a class or group, with skills and concepts presented in

a single boOk.

Limitations of the Study:

The limitations of this study were:

1.. this study vas conducted-with a small group sample.

13
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Therefore, the results may not be generalizable to the

whole population.

2. This study was conducted within one school dis-

trict. Therefore, the results may not be generalizable

to the whole population.

:3. This study'was limited to one aspect of the

elementary school science curriculum and therefore, play not

be generalizable to the entire science curriculum.

4. The selection of trade books was limited to the

availability, quality and quantity of books on this topic.

5. This may not be an equivalent=control group.

RandomizatiOn was not possible. The selected classes had

a predetermined membership.

6. Because of the design of this study, the experi-

mental group may have read more than the control group.

'More books on each topic were available to the experimental

group. The control group was required to read about

each topic from the selection in the text.

Overview of the Study

Chapter II,covers the review of the literature as it
7

applies to the use of children's literature in the content

area. Also included are the opinions of well-known

specialists in the fields of literatur nd science.

Chapter III discusses the procedure for this study.

Included are descriptions of the study's design and the
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subjects of the study, discussion of the measures of

achievement and attitude, and the actual procedures for

the use of the text in the control group and the trade

books'in the experimental group.

Chapter IV discloses and discusses the findings of

this study. The resulting data is presented and analyzed.

Significant differences are explained. Comparison is made

with the viewpoints of specialists in the fields of

science and literature.

Chapter V presents the summary and conclusions.

Suggestions for further research are also.given.

/ 5



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The use of children's literature in the content area

-is encouraged in many books authored by specialists such
4

as Arbuthnot (1064), Chambers (1971), Huck (1968) and

Sutherland (1977). One can find evaluations of trade books

as

the March issue of Science and Children, the December

issue of
*
Scientific American, the November issue of

Natural History and monthly articles in Horn Book Magazine.

Articles about the use of trade books in science can be

found in periodicals, such as The Reading Teacher (Troy,

A. Literature for content_area learning. The Reading

Teacher, 1977, 30, 470.), and Science and-Cliildren (Mains.

E. Interrelating science with other subjects. Science and

Children, 1981, 18, 26.).

As educators we are encouraged to use the trade books

in content area studies. Howeverthere-is little-reseAtth-

to verify the effectiveness of such a program.

Trade Books In Science: Research Studies

Barrilleaux (1967) investigated the use of library

sources versus'a textbook in junior high science. His

9
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longitudinal study compared the effects of the use, of

library, maierialsan relation to library utilization of .

eighth-grade students until the end of ninth grade. Two

groups of 'eighth graders were matched in mental ability

and preference for science. The control group followed

the course outline in their science textbook. They were

encoUrapd to use the library for further readings and

reference materials. The experimental group followe4 the

same planned sequence of topics as the textbook group, but

rather than use the science text,,they, used reference pa-

teraals and trade books in the school library. The

experimenter was the teacher of both groups and reported

his teaching reflected the same level of enthusiasm and

interest for both methods.

Assessments in science achievement and attitude were

obtaiied

at the end of eighth.grade,and at the end of

ninth grade. Using the Iowa Tests of Educational Dever

opment (ITED) as a means of determining science achieve-

ment, statistically significant differences resulted, with

the library materials gro.up superior to the textbook group.

Sciieneea-tti-tud measured by the Test on Understanding

Science,_ as signifi,lantly higher for the library materials

group.

Barrilleaux's study gives evidence that "it is pos-

sible to modify the program "of junior high school science

17
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instruction to a more flexible one where students as in-

dividuals may select from a range of printed materials and

Verform as well or better in attaining desired outcomes of

science instruction" (p. 35). While Barrilleaux is not

suggesting the abandonment of textbooks, he does stress

the need for more effective use of printed materials, trade

books included. "Children's feelings and attitudes about

concepts they learn are more positive when literature is

used..."' (Fisher, 1980, p. 173).

Fisher (1980) patterned an experiment after

-illeauk,--SheIntegrated the use of ccience trade books

into a life-science 'unit on cells, -anatomy and physiology

in the seventh grade,--The Experimental group 1\ had free

use of the trade books; Experimental group 2 was required

to read sele9ted trade books; the ControLAroup. was not

prevented from, nor encouraged to read trade bodks. At

the end of nine weeks both cognitive and affective assess-

ments were made. The results showed that the students en-

joyed reading parts of the trade books rathen than an en-

-tiretextbook7--Sni-a so reported that the use of the trade

bOoks stimulated conversations about the topics studied.

In general, the high ability students favored the required

readings in the trade books, enjoyed the challenge and

extra up-to-date information. The low ability students .

enjoyed the unrestricted readings in trade books because

they felt free to read without-pressure. Fisher reported
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that when the trade books were used science was more a

part of real life and not just academia.

In a study by Cohen (1968) the use of trade books in

content areas increased vocabulary, word knowledge; reading

comprehension and vocabulary quality with second graders

in New York City. Cohen's conclusions strongly urge

teachers to have-children read from trade books.

Interrelating science and literature cati'-provide many

%positive benefits for children. In her master's thesis,----

Main (1981) concluded that when "subjects are interrelated,

children increase their insight, understanding and

motivation...student's attitudes towards learning are more

positive and their achievement is higher" (p. 26).
,

These studies indicate, then, that the use of trade

books With students makes the concepts the5k4e464aarning

more meaningful, helps increase understanding, and gives

the students a variety of sources fromwhich they can

obtain information.

The_resultslofotheL7reiupports more advan- _

tages for using trade books in the Content arer of science.

These-advantages -will be explored next. They include: the

relationship of science and literature, reaaabilityand

meeting the needs of all learners, covering the up-to-xhe-

minute."information explosions", enrichment, in-depth look

at a topic, andthe,expansion of the individual's interest

_19
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and creativity, the relatj.onship to everyday life,

emotional involvement, awareness of future scientific

endeavors and exposing-the realities of science:

The Relationship of Science and Literature

In his cook, Children'''s Literature: Strategies of

Teaching, Whitehead (196&) says, ''Literature can be

correlated easily and in diverse ways with almost all

.areas of- the curriculum: Units can be developed around

most types Of books found in the.library" (p 78). This

can be applied to science as shown by Barrilleaux's

tudy.

Children have an enthusiasm -for trade books. This

feeling-ii'rarely found towards a textbook. "Teaching
-.-

through a greater emphailtL-on-litrature seems a partial

answer-to -the- -problems of materials, methOTS-and interest

in reading" (Troy, 1977, p. 470)..

Gross and Mayo (1969)_p_articip ated-- in :a :1968

gram to develop more effective curriculum and' preparation

for ereinentary science teachers. Three qualities they

felt a teacher brings-to the classroom are: substan6-6.

(the traditional subject matter of science), structure

(organization of the curriculum), and style (what he/she

does wicb the curriculum).

Gross and Mayo then suggest four criteria for class-

room teaching: 1) students must be involved, 2) they must

20.
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experience success \3) materials must be written within

the range of the students' comprehension. levels, 4) the

concepts being investigated must be just as applicable to

the present and the future as to the past.

In order to meet the qualities and criteria suggested

o.

"teachers must view science as an integral part of the

entire social and cultural milieu. They should be able to

interrelate several disciplines into a broader picture"

(P. 24).

The Gross, and Mayo study shows the concept of inte-
,

gra-tion is import 0 a e 000:s o interre ate

science and literature is an example of integration. "The

relationship between science and children's literature

is a complementary one" (Brice and Fox, 1977, p. 18).

Readability and Meeting the Needs
of All Learners_ _

Ih a study by Mallinson, Sturm and Patton (1950) Kerr

deals with a common misconception:

There is still a feeling on, the part
of many, teachers that the only subject
that needs carefully graded materials
is reading...Since scienCe...presents
'many concepts which are remote in
spade and time, it is important that
reading.difficulties do not further
complicate the problem. (p. 460)

Mallinson et al. (1950) did a study of science text-

books in " grades four, five and six from five different

publishers. ey used the Flesch foymula to deteridne the
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readability level of each of the fifteen texts.

The average readability level of the five texts written

for use in the fourth grad was above the level which could

be expected from.the averag fourth grader. The texts

therefore, were too diffidul for the intended audience.

This exemplifies the problem that can be encountered

when using a single text in a Content area. Teachers are

peed-with finding supplemental materials that are within
A

the range' of reading level-S Taf their students.

The text that is used by the'subjects of this study

A ruscato, Fossaceca, Hassard, and

Peck, 1980). A readability'of this text was done using the

Fry Graph for Estimating Readability (Fry, 1977); with

consideration taken for Fry's recent revision (1979) of

his formula as it pertains to content' area texts.. The
_ -

results indicated the text to be on a fourth-fifth grade

level.

This would indicate that

an average fourth grade class

have difficulty comprehending

may need to supplement.

Carin and Sund (1970) in

teachers using this text with

may find that their students

the text. They,°therefore,

their book, Teaching Science

Through Discovery, admit that "one of the most glaring

limitations of science. textbooks in the elementary school

is the problem/of readability" (p. 159): 'McWilliams and

22
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Rakts (1980) agree that "a frequently_cited-Teason-for.7.1ow_

stud-erit-a-EajitiCient in science is the inability of students

to read their textbooks" (p. 521). Readability of text-

books, provides teachers, with a problem. The solutions may

be the use of trade books.

Educators must also provide for the various cognitive

learning styles of their.students. This can:be done ,

through the use of trade books (Keach, 1974Y. Trade books

can be the answer for remedial students, for trade books

a e wit igh interest and low readability. Be-
.

cause generally trade nooks are smaller than'a thick text-

book; they appeal to the feeding underachievers (Lembesis,

1965). Made books can be found to meet the reader's

independent and instructional' levels.

Trade books ,can also bey read to children. This-Prac-

tice of sharing sections from science trade books is

,particularly valuable for children who are not good

readers (Kuslan and Stone, 1972).

Reading is an important part of the science curriculum.

It is therefore, our duty to provide books that our stuiv
fl,

dents will ,be able to read and from which they can obtain

meaningful information.

Covering Up-to-the-Minute
"Information Explosia77,

ChaMbers (1971) stresses that science. advancements
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in this century "boggles the mind" (p. 100) Our young

------ehildren to-day will faee-even greater technological...and

medical achievements within their lifetime. -Just to Ape

with all that they will face, they need a scientific
=

education. The textbook can provide some of this back-

ground; however, textbooks cannot keep up with the ever-

increasing advancements.^ Because of the cost- factor, it

'is, impossible for a school district to buy neW texts-each

time the present one becOmes obsolete due tonew scientific

findin s.
7

Textbooks presently being used may be outdated, as

they take several years-to-write-and-publish. Because of

the.investment,-textbookS are expected to-be used for

several years. Supplementation, however, can be made

through the use of current trade books. "The well-written

trade book can proVide extended, up-to-dat information

not found in textbooks (Huck and, Kuhn, 1968, p. 583)-.

Frye (1964) agrees, "Scientific textbooks are not

enough. biscoveries-and theories are produced so fast

today that even the most frequently revised textbooks

cannot include them as they come along" (p, 28), Keaeh

(1974) adds that "in the world in-which our pupils keep

abreast of those changes...Tradebooks must be used to
O

supplement..." (p. 100).

Textbooks are outdated quickly. Consider the latest

24
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space explorations of Jupiter°and Saturn and the recent

success of the space shuttle. It'is easy to see, then,

the effects of our information explosion. Trade books can

be Uiidtokeep our information current.

EnrichmentL In-Depth Lo8rat a Topic,
and Expansion of the Individual's

Interest and Creativity

Trade_boak-Sailbe used with textbook lessons as a

Step beyond, as a source of further information. Trade

books -can delve more deeply into a topic., indeed more

deeply that), the few' short paragrap-hs or. pages devoted in

a text. A child can explore on his own through trade

boOks. In class he may become aware of a topic that he

would like to research in depth. Trade books_ can be a

valUable resource in his search.

The feeling that trade books can provide the en-
_

richment, stimulation and spark for individualpursuits is

present in the views of .many who study literature and its

relationship to curriculum. Brice and,Fox (1977) believe,

"Literature of all kinds provides a medium of enrichment

for science learnings" (p. 18). "If the,teache'r allows

and even encourages individuals to branch out, from the

.main unit of study according to their interests and abil-

. ities, he must be ready to guide the students in a variety

of matezials and activities. The single science textbook

(will notsuffice,,,use-trade:-books"--(Carin and Sund, 1970,

p. 161). Billig (1977 agrees that trade books can enrich

25
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Reach(1974)"and Moore (1966), too, feel that trade books

and enhanC& underatanding_and achievement -in science.

have a purpose in, the stimulation of interest for the

young science reader, to develbp "the observer and ex-
. .

,

periventer in the child" (Troy, 1977, p. A71).

Besides providing a greater view of the topic, trade

boobs .can also supplement textbooks,as.sources of informa-.

tion. It is important 'that studentabe,awar of '_the fact

that textbooks may contain inaccuracies and misconceptions.

(Carin and Sund, 1970) Students can research the. informa-
.,

'tion_in trade books and compare viewpoints and data.

This, is an important-critical reading skill easily taught
r

and practiced through the use, of trade books in science.

Relationship,to Everyday Life

-Trade books can broaden. and 'strengthen t1ie real-life

experiences of the child. The use of trade hooks can .

help to stimulatq hohbies related-to science. Children

can get help in interpreting the erivironment the explorc.

VI-ale camping, hiking or on. vacations. Tradebooki'can

-Provide answers to the questions that are aroused during,,

these:experiences: ,ftwais.(1960) in his book, Chil:dren
.

.and" Literature, states that trade-books can help the child

understand an environment differentfrom his own. .Thus,

through trade books the child can read and explore the

desert,. jungle and oceans.
o

Trade books can also provide information to the child

96
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. 0
in telatiOn to the thingi that are happening in the world

0
'Around him or. her. The birth of a litter from the family's

,..pot :can be prepared for.with books like The Biith of
. : .

- c'Sunsees-14ttens (Stevens,-1969 or- How Puppies Grow

.(Selsam, 1971). After -a-walk in the woods questions can

be inswereewih books such as whO:leiyes in This Log?

O

.

(Ross, r971). Camels: Shit.s.of the 6esert.Tdaters: 1974,

mar be of help when curiosities are,aroused afer.a trip 6.

the zoo. Books can help extend the real-life experience.

Emotional Involvement

Oariy topics .in science' do arouse ,the emotions,

especially when related to disease prevention, ecology,

and health care. 'Teachers may have conSidered.science and

literrure to be at opposite ends of the emotion and

curriculum spectrimi. Science has been viewed as an

.experimental,objective, unemotional subject. Literature

has been viewed as a subjective, aesthetic and emotional

subject. Fisher, 1980) Books can help the child see the

emotions.in science, whether lt be through the struggles

portrayed in a sciehtist's biography or through an animal'

stpry on the effects of pollution and waste by humans.
a-.

Trade books can help to clarify emotions.

Chilerenneedtrade books that- tell.' of the' beauty of

nature.as well.as the destruction Ldused by some human

carelessne4s.

27
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Good science books help children to
be aware of the world around them
and make it possible for.them to dis-
cover pleasure and *happiness by be-
coming more conscious of the beauty.
of their immediate world. (Troy, 1977
p. 471)

But on the other hand,u.

Children need b'ooks to make them fully
aware of the danger of losing their
natural heritage. So, along with the
'books of beautiful color photographs
of nature...let them also have pic-
ture books of the devastated earth,
of lumbered and burned -over areal,
of birds dying in the oil slicks
along the coasts, of fish gasping for
air in lakes so polluted that they
can no longer sustain life except
algae, of skies lost to sight in the
smog. over cities and of child 4e0 in
those same cities wearing gas masks._
(Eakin, 1970, p: 28)

Trade books can provide the -forumvfor.emotions as they

relate to topics, in_ science - a forum far beyond -the fac-

tual presentations in textbooks.

'Awareness of Future Scientific' Endeavors

Another advantage of using trade books in-science is

to create an atmosphere for developing an appreciation of

scientific achievements. Well-known science author,

Issac Asimov (1964), believes that science fiction can

stimulate interest and creativity in its readers, making

them tomorrowis creative scientists. Billi01977) be-

lieves that "fantasy ,can provide the impetus for

scientific research and experimentation" (p. 856).

23
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Kuslan and Stone (1972),.too, feel

the portrait ,of the scientist in
science fiction tends to be op-
timistic, favorable and worthy of
emulation. Science fiction.fre-
quently deals with the theme of a
new world shaped by the-application
of trained intelligence. In this
respect science fiction is ia worthy_
'vehicle for inculcating desirable
scientific attitudes. (p. 322)

Science fiction fantasy presents the poysibilities of

many miraculous machines. Through these thoilghts,any

real inventions can be born. For decades, traveling

through space had been a recurring theme in many science

fiction books, and today, it is becoming an ever-present

,reality. The use of trade books, then - in this case,

science fiction - can open the door for many a creative

---- youngster.

Exposing the Realities of Science

Texts include mainly facts and explanations, in

addition'to questions and quizzes. Rarely is time and

space devoted to the lives of the scientists - those men

and women responsible for the discoveries and inventions

which are part of the elementary science curriculum. Trade

books, more' specifically, biographies, make scientists

and'their contributions real. Biographies help the reader

to understand the achievements in science and-the methods

of science. The reader is able to see the problems and

handicaps that many scientists have had tp overcome.

A
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It is our best of juvenile literature
that the men of history come alive with
their problems, motivations, achievements,
even failures and inherent weakenesses.
It is a trade book, carefully authentic,
that canreveal great men as persons and

indicatendicate to its reader the ideals,
- goals, behavior that he himself may Qell

-emulate. (Dawson, 1965, p. 297) _

books
-----

Trade do-serve a purpose, then, in making

science "real" and "alive" td-thereader. Science is

constantly growing and changing. Encouragement to be a

part of all the action can be received from trade books."-

Summary.

Science and literature can be interrelated. This can

'Irake the learning of concepts more meaningful and increase

understanding. Research has shown that readability of

texts can be a problem. Supplementing lessons with trade

blks'can prove additional sources of information on a

variety of levels. The production of textbooks is costly

and requires-time. To keep up-to-date with current

hap enngs in the scientific world, trade books can be

use . Entire trade books can examine topics in a greater

dep h than a text. Trade books can tie real-life

exp riences into the curriculum. Emotional issues that

rely e to ecience can find a forum in trade books. The

live of ,scientists can provide youngsters, with further

info .atiOn about discover'.es, but even more importantly,

biog aphis can provide a role model.

30
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Trade books can provide all or "nearly all of the con-

cepts and generalizations a cognitive type of analysis can

yield: But in the literature their cognitive categories

are synthesized. They are.a whole symphony - a structured

rendition that transcends basic human activities and pre-,

sents instead, the life and lives themselves" (Sebeita,

.1970, p..29).
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CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES

This study was concerned with,ascertaining the effects

of using children's_literature, also known, as trade lOoks;

On achievement and attitude in the content area of science.

. The study involved a unit called "Animal and Plant

Populations."

In this chapter the procedures are described for the

selection of subjects, the constuction of the achievement

.tests and its pretesting with a pilot group, the conL..

struction of the attitude measure, the selection of the

books for the experimental group, the administration of

the tests,,and the methods by-whiCh data were analyzed.

This study was conducted_fora period of six weeks,

from Jamiary through February 1982. ,

. Selection of the Subjects

The subjects participating in this study were 47
o

fourth ,grade children from a suburban'Neersey publicN,I J

elementary school.' They-range in age from 9 years 1 month

to 10,, years. 7 dionths.

The community surrounding the school is comprised of

single-family; development homes. The population consists

25.
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of middle class families with predominantly professional

and blue collar Workers as heads of households. According

to the 1970 Census (U. S. Department of Commerce, 1971)

there were 8;200 families in thecommunity of which 94%

have a salaried income-, 7% are self-employed, 14% receive

their income from social security, and less than 2% receive

public assistance or welfare. Statistics show that average

income per family is $12,853, with $3,388 per capita. The

total population of the community is 32,508, with almost

equal distribution between males and females.

The school does not qualify for Title One funds.

Following state guidelines for eligibility, 6.6% of the

students qualify for partially subsidized lunches, and 4.6%

qualify for fully subsidized lunches.

The total school population 453 students from

Kindergarten through sixth grade. The school also has, one

class of educable mentally retarded Ind one class of

multiple handicapped children.

The subjects were tested in March 1981 with the

California Achievement Test (CAT), Form C. Scores ranged

from grade 2.3 to 5,8 on the vocabulary subtest, 2.3 to e.7

on the. comprehension subtest, and'2.6 to 7.0 on the total

reading section. IQ's ranged from 39 to 137.

The two groups of fourth graders used in the study

. were intact classes. Members of each class were assigned

randomly in September 1981, by the principal with input'

P
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from the third grade teachers and the reading specialist.

Class 41 was the control group.- TwentY7four members

of this class participated:. They used their regular

/-
science texts for the unit on Animal and Pjani Popu-

lations. The March 1981 CAT mean grade scores were 4.44

on the vocabulary subtest, 4.76 on_the comprehension

.,,subtest and, 4.70 on the total reading section.

Class 42 was the experimental group.' TWenty-three

members of the class participated in this study. They
...

used various trade books to meet the objectives of the

science unit on Animal and Plant Populations. The March

1981 CAT mean grade scores were 4.83 on the vocabulary

subtest, 4;92 on the comprehension subtest, and 4.86 on

the total reading section: 'The results are shown in

Table 1.

Construction of Tests

Achievement Tests

Holt, Rinehart and Winston publish.a test for use'

with their Elementary Science series., Since Unit 4. in

the text, "Animal and Plant Populations," was used for

this study, and since this unit consisted of Chapters 15,

16 and 17, the textbook,tests for those chapters were

used as a basis for constructing one of the achievement

test instruments for both the control and experimental

groups. Two forms of the test were made.

34
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TABLE 1

MEAN SCORES ON-SHORT FORM TEST OF ACADEMIC APTITUDE AND
--- CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST, READING SECTION FOR

CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS
N=47

Group
Vocabulary

Subtest
Comprehension

Subtest

Total
Reading
Section I.Q.

Control

'mean. 4.44 4.76 470 110.58-

.96 99 // 1.1 10.87

Experimental

.mean 4.82 4.92 4.86 114.83

s.d. 1.01 1.27 1.18 11.94

35
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Each of the end-of-the chapter tests consisted'of 15

multiple choice queStions and pqo essay cquestions. Thus,

a,bank=of 45 multiple choice items and-six essay ques-

tions were available. Each was assigned alternately to

Form A and Form B. :The resulting forms each had'22

multiple choice items and three essay questions.; One

multiple choice question was discarded. A copy of each

form is in Appendix A.

Both pre- and posttestS were given:- The control

group received Form A for the pretest-and' Form B for the

posttest. 1Vgii4erimental group received Form B for

the pretest and Form A for the posttest.

To avoid a

the test solely

achievement was

for the unit in

bias towards the by having

from the textbook, another test for

designed. After examining the objectives

"Animal and -Plant Populations," twenty-

five true/false questions were written. This test was

administered as another'check of achievement. A copy

of this test, is' in Appendix B.

Attitude Test

This study also investigated the effects of the use

of trade books compared with textbooks upon attitudes

toward science. The instrument to measure this was A

Scale to Measure Attitude Toward >6ity School Subject

(Remmers, 1960) from the Purdue Master Attitudes Scales.
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Theitest consists,of t7 Statements. The examiner read

alo4d,-each statement. Further-explanations were given by

-the examiner, but no indications were made towards a
.7R1"

particular response. The students, were asked to place a

plus sign (+) next to the statements, with which they

agree, as they relate to the school subject science. The

original full- length scale had a reliability that ranged

from .7l_to .92. Based on Hancock's study (Remmers, 1960)

reducing the scale to a lesser number-of"itemscetbes not
;

lowe?the original reliability.. This test has a Form A

and Form B. The control group received Form B for the

pretest and Form A for the posttest. The experimental

group received-Form ,A for the pretest. and Form B for

the posttest. Copies of both forms are in.Appendix C.

Reliability of 'the Measurel

The reliability of 'the two achievemeht.meacures and

the two attitude scales 'was' determined through the use

-of Coefficient A4pha. The reliability of the textbook

tests were: Form .47 and Form B, .70. For the true/

false achievement test,.the reliability was .65. The

reported. reliability of the Purdue scale, A Scale to

'MeasureAttiradeaca' Subject (Remmers', 1901

is from .71 .92.

Pilot Study of Textbook Achievement Test

A pilot study of the textbook achievement test as

3 7
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conducted by administering the test, Form A and B randomly,

to a. group of'24 third graders and 24 fourth graders in

a public school from a suburban, middle-class population

in New Jersey.

Teachers'iandomly assigned Forms A and B to the class.

members. Mean scores for Form A were 14.36 for third

graders and 15.54 for fourth graders, With a tota/ mean

-fixr-Form -A. _Mean scores for Form B were 13.24 for

third graders,.and 19.16 for fourth graders,-W-ith-a-total

mean score of 16.21 for Form B. The means of Forms A

and.B uere.tinalyzed with a t-test. A t-test is a

statistical test that allows, comparison of two means to
5

determine the probability that the difference between the

two means is real and not a chance difference. (Tuckman,'

108) The results of the t-test indicated that there

was no significant di f ferse-trae-between-form A-and-Form -B7

The results are shown in Table' 2. )

Materials

The science text used by the control group was

Elementary Science (Abruscato, Hassard, Fossaceca, &-Peck,

1980), "This'group studied Unit 5, "Animal and Plant

Populations" which consisted of "Living-Things," "The 1

Size of the Population," end "Survival and Change." The

control group progressed through the text as usual,

following suggestions that the text gave for experiments,

observations and lesson extensions. The time spent was

4
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TABLE 2. 4

MEAN SCORES_ON TEXTBOOK' SCIENCE ACHIEVEMENT
TESTS FORM A AND FORM B BY .

. ' PILOT STUDY GROUP
N=48

Pilot Group Form A Form B

Third Graders

mean

s.d.

Fourth Graders

mean

s.d.

TotalCGroup

-

'theAnn

14.36
O

'5.05

X15.54

7.23

15

6.22

13.25

2.93

19.16

4.55

16.21

4:81

O
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six weeks, with lessons tasting 45 minutes each Monday,

Tuesday and Wednesday.

After examining the science curriculum guide, trade

books were selected to meet the same objec it

5 in the text. The list of books used is in Appendix D.
a

They-were used by the experimental group for a peridd

of six weeks,'each Monday, . Wed4sday and Thursday, for

a 45 minute time slot. Some examples of trade books

. used are: Pollution: The Population Explosion (.101es: ;

1973), Who Lives in This Log ?(Ross 1971), The Birth pf

Sunset's Kittens (Stevens, 1969), and The Hidden Life of
0

Flowers (Guilcher, 1971).

c
Daily lessons were planned and titles o ncPreading_

assignments in trade books were posted each day. Students

ha to read the required page' when the bobk or books.

were available:

Experimental Design'

Pretests were given to assess attitudes toward science

and to measure previou *s knowledge of concepts, presented

inthe unit. a
41.

This is a nonequivalent control group, as both t he

control and experimental groups are intact classes. They

were pregrouped at the beginning of the school year by

the principal with input from the third ade teachers

and the reading specialist. The design for this study

is:

40
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PRETEST-POSTTEST NONEQUIVALENT
. CONTROL GROUP DESIGN

xi 0

X
2

Of

-0
1

= Pretest, ..txperimental group

0
2
= Posttest, experimental group

03 F Pretest, control group

0
4

= Posttest, control group

X
1
= treatment., use of trade books for, science

X = treatment, use of textbook for science

The teaching of the-uriit sik weekL.

Posttests were administe:A by the.examiner as eacv

class completed the unit. The purpose of the posttests

were to assess attitude towards-the school kubject science

and to me...,:sure learning of the unit concepts. The effects

of"the treatment were assessed by an an lysis of the means

obtained by each group an the attitudg/ and achievement

measures.

Scoring

Scoring was done by the examiner. On the textbook.

achievement test, one point was given for each correct

answer on the multiple choice seCtion and five points was

the maximum alloWed'on the essa questions. This gave a

1
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possible total of 37 points.

On tho true /false test one point was given for each

correct answer for a total possible of 25 points.

The Purdue attitude scale was evaluated by the median
4

scale value of the statements endorsed. This scale is a

Thurstone scale. Each statement haS been given .a value.
- 4

The value of the median value endorsed, is the score for

the scale. The point of indifference is 6.C. Scores

above 6.0 indicate a favorable attitude towards science,

and below 6.0 indicates an unfavorable response. For the

purposes of this study, a score of 6.0 indicated a

favorable response.

Analysis of Data

The pretests showed the control group and the

experimental group not to be significantly different.

The means and standard deviations for each group on each

test were computed, analyzed and compared. The, means on

the science achievement tests and the science attitude

tests were analyzed using ,a t-test. A t-test is a

statistical test that allows comparison of two means

to determine the probability that the difference between

the two means is a real difference rather than'achance

difference. (Tuckman, 1978) The results are shown,in

Table 3.

4

On the textbook achievement test the control group's

mean was 15.88 with a standard deviation of 4.04. The

42
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TABLE 3
'

MEAN SCORES OF CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS
ON PRETEST MEASUREMENTS OF ACHIEVEMENT AND

ATTITUDE
"N-7.47

Achievement Attitude
Group Textbook Test: j Purdue Scale

Control*

mean -15.88 -- 7.56

s.d. 4.04 1.01

Experimental

mean ; '14.70 7.38

s.d. 7.3 .52
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mean of the experimental group was 14.70 with a standard

deviation of 7.3.

On the Purdue scale the mean of thd control group

was 7.56 with a standard deviation of 1.01. The experi-

mental 'coup's mean was 7.38 with a standaid deviation

of .92.

The results indicate that the groups were not

significantly different.
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CHAPTER.IV

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to measure effects on

achievement in and attitude towards the school subject

science when using trade books rather than the traditional

textbook,to meet the unit objectives.

A pretest was given to mess re previous' knowledge o_ f

the unit's concepts., This test ;was based on the textbook

publisher's test. A measure of'attitude, A Scale to

Measure Attitude.Toward Any School Subject (Remmers, 1960),

was also given as a pretest .

.
For six weeks the two groupsprogressed through the

objectives' of the science unit on "Animal and Plant

Populations." The control group used the textbook and

the.experimental group used trade;books selected to meet

the objectives of 'the unit.'

Upon completion of the science unit, each group was

tested with the alternate forms of the textbook 'achievement

test and the attitude measure. In addition, a true/false

achievement test was designed to'balance any bias towards

the control group which used the textbook.

All data was analyzed using a '...test, which allows

3B'
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comparison of two means to determine if the probability

of the difference ,obtained is real- and not ,due to chance.

Analysis of Mean Scores

Mean scores were computed for each of the pbsttest

measures. These ate reported in Table 4. The t-test

petformed on the means for the textbook achievement test

produced a statistical Value of .72. This was not

significant. On the true/false achievement test the

statistical value of .235 was not significant. The attitude

scale produced a statistical value of .29, which is not

, significant. The results of the analysis are in Table 5.

Findings

The results seem to indicate that there was no dif-

ference in achievement nor attitude by either the control

group, - which used the science textbook or the experimental

group, which used the science trade books.

Discussion

In this study there was clearly no-significant dif-

ference in the achievement or attitude of the fourth graders

thfough the use of trade books in the science unit on

"Animal and Plant Populations."

A number of factors may have contributed to the lack

of significant difference in achievement and attitude as

shown by this study. Some of these factors are:

. The use of trade books rather than a textbook was

46



TABLE 4_.

MEAN SCORES OF THE CONTROL A1D EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS
ON POSTTESTS TO MEASURE ACHIEVEMENT AND ATTITUDE

N=47

Group

Control

mean

s.d.

Experimental

- mean

s.d.

Achievement MeaSures
Textbook Test True/False Test

Attitude Meastite--,
Purdue Scale'--_

N.
30.33 20.42 7.15

5.35 2.36 1.22

29.30 20.22 7.02

4.53 3.37 1.32

47



TABLE :5 -

ANALYSIS (T-TEST) OF MEAN SCORES ON'
ACHIEVEMENT AND ATTITUDE MEASURES

Measures t-test statistical value

Achievemeht Measures

TextbOok Test .72

True /False Test .235-

Attitude Measure

A Scale to- Measure

Attitude Toward Any-

School Subject '.29
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new experience for these fourth graders. A study lasting

_six weeks may'not have been long-enough to. change their

attitudes toward- science.

2. In general, attitude toward science, as measured

by the Purdue scale pretest, was a positive one for both

groups. The mean. score for the control group was 7.56,

and for the experimental group was 7.38. A score above

6.0 indicates a positive attitude towards science. The'

posttest results were also above the-6.0 rating, again

maintaining the positive attitude.

3. Because of the limited quantities of each trade

book, (in most cases there was one copy, and in others,.

there we a two) students had_to wait to read a trade:book

until someone else was finished with it. Students. did

become frustratedif they were ready to read -the assignment,
o

but the book was being read by someone else: -

4. The textbook achievement measure did have con-..

tent validity 1.n,that it tested the concepts introduced

throtigh the text. However, severalof-the questions were

ambiguously worded. This may have affected the under-

standing by the students. Therefore, these ambiguities

'may have influenced the reliility_of this achievement

measure.
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CHAPTER V

$

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was.to assess the of acts

on achievement in and attitude towards the school subject

science when using trade books rather-than a textbdok to

meet unit objectives.

'A pretest was given to measure previous knowledge of

the unit concepts. This test was based on the textbook

publisher's test. A. measure of attitude was also used:

The attitude measure was A Scale to Measure Attitude Toward

Any-School -Subject-4.Remmer-s-,-1.9.60.)_.

The study lasted six weeks, as the control'andexperi-
,

mental groups progressed through the science unit "Animal

and Plant Populations." The control group used' the science

'textbook, and the experimental group used trade books to

meet the same objectives.

Upon completion of the unit, each group was assessed

with the alternate forms of the achievement and attitude

measures. In addition, a true/false achievement test was

designed to balance'any bias toward the control group,

which used the textbook.

All d-ata was analyzed using a t-test. The'resuits

43-
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showed that there was no significant differences in

science achievement nor attitude betwedn the control and

experimental group. The hypotheses of instructional con-

tent being enhanced by the use of trade books rather than

a textbcok was rejected.

Conclusions

On the basis_of data obtained in this study, it was

concluded that the use of trade books had no significant

effect'on the achievement or attitude of fourth graders
, -

-in a science urii,t on "Animal and Plant Populations." How-

ever, this study does show that the students were able to

achieve as well on the achievement measures when they used

the, trade books rather than the textbook.

It is possible that the results were influenced by the

\ai.milqbility of the books. Multiple copies of the trade\

bo
\

ks would have prevented some of the frustration experi-

--Inhdt a student was ready co read the assignment but

someon else was reading that trade book at that time:.
. .

Ti I may also have been a factor. Perhaps six weeks

was too sl..ort of a time period to cause any change in

attitude. the t'arrileaux study (1967), the eighth

_graders used the trade books and other library materials

for a period of one year. This was a new expetience for-the

fourth graders, who had been using one text in science for

the past three and \half years. A longer period of time

51
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may have been needed to influence attitude.

Clinical Aspects

While there were no significant changes in achieve-

ment and attitude as measured by pen and paper tests, it

is important to relate some of the Student's' comments

about the study.

After ?osttesting,-the examiner spent time with each

group. The study and its purposes were, explained, and

the students were invited to make remarks.

Several students in the.control group thought it

would be wonderful to have many trade books instead of one

-text. Only a few in-the expeiimental group expressed

Thesepositive feelings toward the use ..LILof the trade bOoks. ese

information. However, the-mgjority felt strongly about

few enjoyed having many books from which-they-Z60A get .

having one_booRTeach_that could be 'kept in the student'

__----aesk, and 'would not'have_to_be shared with

Perhalfd-after three-and-a-haIf years in the ele-
II

mentary school, the students Were conditioned ito obtain

information. from and to" find answers in textbooks.' This

t.

attachment to texts may have been a barrier to changes in

attitude in this study. Several students did not like

having to'read through one "or two pages in three different

trade books, but stated they would rather have all the

answers in one text. Students also expressed
[f

rustration

because they had to wait for someone to finish reading one
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of the trade books. As previously mentioned, having

several cOpies,of each trade book chid solve this pro-
.

'blem.

Severarweeks after the'completidn of the study, two
f,

students' ih'the experimental group nee, let to'obtain

infOrmation about tadpoles, and theY Chose to get that ,

information from three different trade books in the

library. When asked.why they used the trade books, they

replied that their textbook had only limited'inform io

Their tadpole Was dying and they needed, specific infor-
.

mation, Xlich

why they didn'

they found in the tradeOoks When asked

t usd' the'-encyclopedia, -one of the young-

iters replie&that mbue:information-c6uTd be obtained

from the trade books solely devoted to. tadpoles. When \

asked if they had ever befOre used 'a trade book for such \

an'infOrmatpn searchp,their answer was that they had not. .

Somehow they felt- that e trade 'bObk would have the
3-

answer. ,So.far, their to vale' is still living .

This example of using ade- books to solve a pro-,,

bleu may be a resulting" effect Hof this, study not measu:_ed

'by a pen and paper test.

Suggestions for Further R earcff

\since this study assiwed:achieveMent and attitude

toward science with the use of trade

textbook with fatirth grade students;

. for °further research are offered.

books rather til,an' a

several suggestions

rr

.

tI
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& similar study could be conducted; however, the

,time period could be longer', possibly a year. This may

provide more of a chi.nce to affect attitude. Also, as

in the Barrilleaui study, asses§ment,of achievement and,
J.

attitude could be made a\year later to measure any long-
:

ferm effects.

Assessments could be Made asto,the effectiveness

of the use of'trade books in other content areas, such

as 'social studies.

Further studies could examine and compare the effec-

tiveness of trade books in relation to,each other. The

selection of trade books used in'a study such as this,

could be a critical factor. Certain trade books could be

more effectiye in teaching an objective. This could be

examined in other content areas, also.

I

4.
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Unit 5 ANIMAL AND PLANT POPULATIONS

Form A'

CLASS DATE

R.eadeachques-on.Choose the best answer from those

listed. write the letter,of your choice on the line at

the right.

1. Jim counted 52 tulips in a field: Jim has counted

a. a population.

b. an organism.

c. 52 different plants.

d. all organisms in the field.

2. An organism is

a.' a living, thing.

b. part of tl-,e soil.

c. part of the air.

d. part of the body.

3. A population is

a. two organisms.

b. any group of organisms

c. a group of organisms of the same kind.

d. everything living in'the desert.

4. Populations are found

a. only in the soil.

b. only in forests.

c. only in the air.

d. everywhere on earth.

59

2.

3.

4.
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5: A person who stUdies'living things= is a(n)

a. geologist.__

b. biologist.

c. astronaut.

d. machinist.

6. A small part of the whole population is a(n),

5.

a. organism.

b. sample.

c. tree.

d. forest. 6

7. Population size is

.A. never important.

b. often important.

c. fooliSh.

d. something only scientists need to know. 7. I

8. Birth is Important if a population wishes to

a. become smaller.

bl grow and survive..

c. waste energy.

d. cause pollution.

9. To make more of the same kind of organism is to

a. reproduce.

b. make pollen.

c. die.

d. stigma.

8.

9.
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10. An animal that reprdduces by budding is

a. salmon.

b. amoeba.

c. hydra.

d. bilne shrimp.

11. _Which of the following is not part of a
flower?

a. an anther;

b. pollen.

c. a hydra.

d. a stigma.

12. For fertilization to take place, pollen
dust travel from anther to

10.

11.

a. the'seed.

b. the runners.

c. the buds.

d. the stigma. 12.

13. Rapid growth of'a population is called a

a. population explosion.

b. population power.

c. population control.

d. growth.

14. Populations decrease if

a. there are more deaths than births

b. members move into the area.

c. there are more births than deaths.

d. there is a population explosion.

13.

14.
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15. Everything in the surroundings that affects
an organisms's life is called that organism's

a. home.

b. shelter.

c. environment.

4. place.
.

15.

16. Caribou can Live in cold places because the);

a. have thick fur. ,

\

b have narrow feet which helps the move
across snow.

C. do not need much water.

d. eat snow. 16.

17. A cactus can grow in deserts because

a. it does not need much water.

b. it does not need much light.'

c. it needsa lot of water.

d. it does not have green leaves. . 17.

18. The difference in size between the tallest and
shortest organism in a population is called the

a. change.

b. variation..

c. range.

a. extinction. 18.

19. The giraffe's long neck helps it survive be\cause

a. it can reach food that other animalse
cannot reach.

b. it scan be seen by enemies.

\

c. it also has long legs.

d. it can drink more water. 19.

62
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20. You are an insect living in the grass. The best
color to be, in terms of survival, is

a. .red..

,b. yellow.

c. blue.

d, green.

21, Which of the following organisms is extinct?

a. dolphins:

b. dinosaurs.

c. whales.

d. eagles. 21.

22. Which of .the following actions helps plants and
animalsto survive?

a. unnecessary killings.

b. changes in weather over a long time.

c. laws to protect them.

d. .using animal skins for clothesd, 22.

20.

Follow the.directions below to answer the questions.

1. What are three populations that you can find near
your home?.

2. Why are camels able to live in the desert and caribou
iable to live in cold areas?

63
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3. Which graph shows a population explosion? Explain
your answer.
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Unit 5 ANIMAL AND PLANT POPULATIONS

Form

CLASS DATE

Read each question. Choose the best axlswer-ftom those

listed. Write the letter of your choice on the line at

the right.

1. Which sentence is not true?

a. Plants are organisms.

b. Animals are organisms.

c. Most organisms are the same size.

d. 'Pidnts can grow through cracks in rocks. f. \

2. Which is not an' organism?

a. a snake.

b. a forest.

c, e dog,

d. a rose.

3. Organisms are usually found

a., alone.

b. in groups.

c. in water.

d. underground.

4. Which is a population?

a. a goldfish.

b. a rock.

c. a flock of geese.

d a rabbit.

65
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5 The size of

a'. guessin

b. using a

c. watching

a population is found by

ruler.

televisibn.

d. counting 5.

6. Jill wanted to know/how many buttercups
a field. _Sh took five sample counts. She must
now find ,

a. an average sample count.

b. a'calcu4tor.
\ Y , 1

.c. another field.

were in

d. the number of insects

7 Adding the sample counts and dividing by the
number of counts gives d(n)

a. Count.

b. -range. .

c. average.

d. sample. //.

8 When eggs hatch, the size

a. increases.

b. decreases.

c. 'stays the same.

d. does not change.

9 An amoeba is an animal that

a. .hatches, from eggs.

b.) divides in half.

c. buds.

d. 'pollinates.

of the population

O

7.

8.

9.
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1 . A kind of animal that 'gives birth to
,young isthe

a . am oeba.
.

b. hydra.'

c. . brine shrimp.

d. cat.

Anthers make a yellowish powder calerg-

a.' pollen.

c. buds,

d. 'stigma.

.1, A new potato p4nt.will grow from

a. trees.

b. buds:

c. runners.

d. eggs.

13. Populations increase if

a *. members move out of the-area

b.. there is dilsease among the members.

c. there are more births than death

d. there are more Aeaths than birth

14. Population explosifts

a. are nothing to worry about.

b. can cause problems.

c, are common.

d. ply happen to rabbis. i.

?7

10.

11.

12.

13.

14

4
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15. If a population gets too large

a. food supplies increase..

b. disease cAt'spread faster.

c. living space increases.'

d. organisMs will not starve to death. 15.

16. Rabbits live in a forest because they

a. have thick fur.

b. eat green plants.

c. do not need much water.

d. need a 'cold environment.

17. The movement of animals from one place to
angther

a. population.

b. pollution.

c. migration:

d. pollination.

1,8. Trees ,stop growing at the tree line of a
mountain because

the water level is low.

b. the temperature is too cold.

c. there is not enough light.

d. the temperature is tog warm.

19. The largest animals on earth are.
/,

a. giraffes.:

b. monkeys.

c. elephants.

d. blue whales.

16.

17.

18.

19.
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20. Diffel-ences-among-members of the same poPUlation
are

a. changes.

b. extinctions:

c. :eriations.

d. ranges.

21. Variations that-help an organism survive are

a. passed on to their newborn.

b. b. not helpful.

c. harmful:to the organism.

20.

d. soon destroyed. 21

22.c Which of the following organisms is in danger
of becoming extinct?

a. passenger pigeon.

b. lbald eagle.

c. dinosaur.

d. ,labrador duck. i2.

,Follow the directions below to answer the questions.

.1. How is a population different 7rom an organism?
4

What two problems can occur if a population gets
too large?

E9
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*/

3.

'is

each organism ds endangered or extinct. What
'is the diffrence between extinct and endangered
organisms?'

2
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Science Unit 5 Animal and Plant Populations \

SCORE

NAME a CLASS DATE

DIRECTIONS: Read each sentence carefully. Think about

what you are reading. Decide if the statemenc is true

or false If. it is true, circle the word true. If it

is false, circle the word false.

A rock is an organism.

You can find organisms inside an old log.

Ants, worms, and other bugs that live

in the soil, are a population.

To find a population's size, you must

count every living thing in that

1. TRUE FALSE

2. TRUE FALSE

3. TRUE FALSE

4. TRUE FALSE

5. TRUE FALSE

6. TRUE FALSE

7. TRUE FALSE

8. TRUE FALSE

9. TRUE FALSE

population.

Knowing a population's size is not

important.

Some animals reproduce by dividing in

half.

All animals are born by dividing,

hatching, or budding.

A cat is an example of an animal that

gives birth to live young.

Birth is not important to the survival

of organisms.

72



10. TRUE FALSE

11. TRUE FALSE

12. TRUE FALSE

13. TRUE FALSE

14. TRUE FALSE

15. TRUE FALSE

16. TRUE FALSE

17. TRUE FALSE

18. TRUE FALSE

19. TRUE FALSE

20. TRUE FALSE

\

21. TRUE FALSE

22. TRUE FALSE

66

All plants need seeds to grow.

A part of the flower called the stigma,

makes pollen. /
Some plants grow new plants from a

stem, a root, or a leaf.

Rapid increase of a population is

called growth.

Populations increase if there are more
,.,

deaths than births. ,

If a population becomes too large,

there are no problems.

Camels can survive in the desert

becaise of their size.

An organism's surroundings is called

its environment.

Caribou can live in cold regions

because of their thick fur.

One reason why some birds migrate is

to find food.

Cactus can grow in the desert because

cactus do not need light.

The difference in size between the

'tallest and the shortest organisms

is the average.

Color is one variation that helps an

organism to survive.
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23. TRUE FALSE Animals that no longer exist are

called endangered.

24. TRUE FALSE Some animals are endangered because of

the action of human beings:

25. TRUE FALSE The dinosaur is an extinct animal.
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APPENDIX C

A SCALE TO MEASURE ATTITUDE :TOWARD
ANY SCHOOL SUBJECT

Form A
Form B.,
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FORM A

Edited by H. H. Remmers

Date

Name

Pirectiops: Following is a list of statements about

school 'subjects. n I would like you to think about these

statements ancryour feelings about the school subject,

science. Put a plus sign (+) before each statement with

which you agree about science. four answers,will not

affect your grade. Remember you are to think about your

,feelings towards the school subject, science.

1. No matter what happens, this subject always

c comes first.

2.' This subject has an irresistable attraction for

me.

3. This subject is profitable to everyone' who

takes it.

4. Any student who takes this subject is bound to

be benefited.

5. This subject is a good subject.

6. All lessons and all methods used in this subject

area are clear and definite.

7. I am willing to spend my time studying this

subject.

8. This subject is a good pasttime:
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9. I don't believe this subject will do anybody

any harm.

10. I haven't any definite like or dislike for

this_subject.

J- This subject will benefit only the brighter

students.

12. 1.137 parents never had this subject, so I see no

merit in it.

13. I am not interested in this subject.

14. This subject reminds me of
,
Shakespeare's play--

O

"Much Ado About Nothing."

15. I would not advise anyone to take this subject.

16. This subject is a waste of time

17. I look forward to this subject with horror.

Copyright, Purdue Research Foundation, 1960

A
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'FORM B

Edited by H. H. Remmers

Date

NAME

Directions: Following is a list of statements about

school subjects. I would like you_to think about these

statements and your feelings about the school subject,
1

science. __Put aplus sign (+) before each statement

with which you agree about science. Your .answers will

not affect,your grade. ` Remember you are to thin,c about

your feelings'towards the school subject, science.

1. I aln "crazy" about this subject.

2. I believe this subject is the basic one for all

high school courses.

This subject fascinates me.

4. This subject will help pupils socially as well

as intellectually.

5. 'This subject is interesting.

6. All methods used in this subject have been

thoroughly tested in the classvom by

experienced teachers.

7. Every year more students, are taking this subject.

8. This subject has its drawbacks, butiq like it.

9. This subject might be worthwhile if it were

taught right.

;$



10. My likes and dislikes for this subject balance

one another.

11. This subject isall-right, but I ululd riot take

y more of it.

student should be concerned with the way

subject is taught.

13. This subject has numerous limitations and

defects.

14. This subject seems to be a necessary evil.

15. All the material in this subject is very

interesting.

16. This subject has no place in -the modern world.

17. This subject is all bunk.

Copyright, Purdue Research Foundation, 1460
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